
                          Installation Instructions         
 

Combination Pack Seat Cover, Steering Wheel Cover and 
Shoulder Pad Installation Instructions. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Part No. 50565xx/50567xx 

 

Front and Rear Polycanvas 
& Neoprene 

    
Parts List: 
Front 2- Seat Covers, 2-Shoulder Pads, 1-Steering Wheel Cover      
Rear- Cover set and 2 Shoulder Pads 
 
Installation: 
Front Seat Covers: 
 

1) Begin on either Drivers or Passenger seat, by moving seat to its forward position for better 
access.  

2) Pull seat cover over seat back, cover will fit on either Drivers or Passenger seat. Note: For 
03-05 applications the drivers and passenger seat cover will have an opening for the seat 
back adjustment lever on the side near the top of the cover. 

3) Pull flap located on the inside of the cover, at the lower seam of front panel and seat bottom, 
through the crack between the seat back and seat cushion. 

4) Tighten the laces on both sides of cover snuggly. Begin on one side of the cover by feeding 
the two ends of the lace through the bungee loop located at the back flap of the seat bottom. 
Then feed one lace through the grommet in the back of the cover and then through the flap 
pulled between the seat back and bottom. Pull the other lace under the seat and tie the two 
ends of the lace together. Repeat on other side of cover. Store excess lace material under 
seat. 

5) Repeat 1 to 4 for other seat. 
 
Steering Wheel cover: 
 

1) Stretch wheel cover over wheel by working the cover around the steering wheel. Cover 
should fit snuggly. 

 
Shoulder Harness covers: 
 

1) Open Velcro flap and wrap around the shoulder harness at desired comfort area. Close 
Velcro. 



Rear: 
Each set is comprised of two pieces, Seat back and seat bottom and shoulder harness. 

1) Seat back slides over the back of the seat with the pocket towards the back of the seat, tuck 
through the opening at the bottom and fasten hook and loop together to form a tight fit. Pull 
laces on the sides tight to remove any excess material. Seat bottom fits over seat and , the 
hook fastens to the carpet, material on the bottom of your factory seat. 03-05. 97-02 use 
straps under the seat to attach. 

2) Shoulder harness, see step 1 above for front seats. 
  
Washing Instructions: 
Do not Machine wash. Use a mild soapy waster solution to get out stains. Do not rub to hard in one 
place on Neoprene as this can harm the material. Let Air dry. 
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